50 years of celebrating you
——

celebrating your inner vogue
——
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The Australian Institute of Music
continually
works
to
support
and
celebrate
the
incredibly
diverse nature of its community
while striving be an advocate for
inclusivity and looks to provide
a platform for students, staff and
alumni to all let themselves be seen
and heard, including those who may
be lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans,
intersex or questioning (LGBTIQ).

celebrating you

and your groovy moves...

Meet Harry
Age: 21
Degree: Bachelor of Music Theatre

“The hardest part of coming out
was actually accepting it myself.”
Growing up in Sydney’s laid-back Northern
Beaches, Harry didn’t always feel like
he belonged.
Feeling like he had to live up to what
society expected of him as well as being
incessantly bullied at school, Harry
says he wasn’t mentally in a good place
when he left.
“Even after I left school and the bullying
ended, I still kept on bullying myself
and thinking that I was flawed.”
After attempting to start a degree in
psychology, Harry finally wound up studying
Music Theatre where he says “…it was a
complete shock to the system because I
had found myself in a place that not
only encouraged us to be ourselves, but
actually celebrated it.”
Originally a form of escapism for Harry,
Music Theatre provided him an outlet, a
chance to pretend to be someone else. It
all came crashing down though when his
program leader asked him to perform “I

am what I am” from La Cage aux Folles
(The Birdcage) - Harry says he broke
down and cried in-front of the class
after his performance but from then on
knew that he couldn’t keep pretending
to be someone else anymore.
“The hardest part of coming out was
actually accepting it myself.”
Asked what advice he would give to a
younger him, he pauses for a while.
“Nothing” comes the eventual answer.
“From all the experiences I’ve had, the
good ones, the bad ones, all the crying
in bathrooms – that’s made me what I am
today, so I don’t think I would want a
younger me to not go through that stuff
as funny as that sounds – it’s shaped
me into what I am now.”

Meet Mitchell
Age: 21
Degree: Bachelor of Music Theatre

“People just didn’t know how
to deal with me – I gradually
realised that it wasn’t my issue,
it was other people’s issue.”
Mitch grew up in a small country town in
the picturesque Barossa Valley where he
always felt that he didn’t quite fit in.
“People just didn’t know how to deal
with me – I gradually realised that it
wasn’t my issue, it was other people’s
issue.”
Moving to Sydney two years ago and starting
his journey at AIM as a Music Theatre
student, Mitch was overwhelmed with the
sheer size of and amount of support the
Sydney LGBTI community provided - which
couldn’t have been more different from
where he had come from.
Asked what he enjoys about Music Theatre,
Mitch says that while playing different
characters and understanding different
perspectives has always interested him,
the most fulfilling part of it is putting
a bit of ‘himself’ in every character

– even if that character’s views or
motivations are the antithesis of his
own because by doing this he can really
push himself to understand how people
think and act as they do.
“I love studying Music Theatre because
I get to work with likeminded people
where race, gender or sexuality just
doesn’t matter.”
The future looks bright for Mitch – he
wants to continue performing as much as
he can and even has plans to write and
star in his own Cabaret about societal
taboos – he says as a society we need
to be more open with each other instead
of keeping things behind closed doors if
we ever want to improve both ourselves
and our society.

